State Role in Incubating School Improvement Networks
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Failure is a vehicle for learning, including within education reform. Yet individual school leaders or teachers are no more comfortable learning from failure than their students are. It thus takes a collective effort within an established system to capitalize on failures. Many states, districts, and schools have formed networked improvement communities for just this purpose: to address problems of practice, make changes based on data, and make connections across schools.

Those engaged in these networks recognize that understanding the change process is as crucial as the change itself. Continuous school improvement requires a dramatic expansion of the capacity of individuals and organizations to understand and deal with deep, sustained changes. School networks build this capacity, and statewide networks of schools make it possible to bring innovations to scale.

Every school engages in school improvement. But without effective processes, low-performing schools cannot advance, at-risk schools cannot reverse course, and high-performing schools cannot share what works. Linked improvement efforts are intended to counteract the drift that highly rated schools experience when they are satisfied with how things are going and that low performers experience when they are discouraged from experimenting.

Improvement science has a long history, with roots in the health, manufacturing, computing, and business worlds and a nascent but growing application in education. Informed by applied research, structured groups study and act to comprehend methods, theories, and factors that help or hurt school improvement. As demonstrated in states such as Virginia, Hawaii, California, and Michigan, state boards of education are well positioned to nurture school improvement networks. They can convene stakeholders, and they can form a bridge for educators and others to learn from failures and change practice by building statewide relationships and social capital. Schools whose staff have cultivated positive professional relationships, share a common vision, and are invested in long-term improvement efforts have more potential to combine know-how and effect positive change.2

HOW IT WORKS
State-convened networked improvement communities can have many flavors, but they nonetheless share a few common qualities: They focus on a defined, statewide problem of practice; use research and a system of measures; and have a collectively developed theory of practice improvement. The networks engage in a structured process of learning from controlled efforts, failures, and the process itself. In this way, state boards can help networks observe how and why failures happen and reduce their frequency over time.

A team starts small, focusing on an area in which resources are used most ineffectively or inefficiently—learning time, for example. Members contribute perspectives from various role groups and parts of the state. Through in-person or virtual meetings, members ranging from “on the ground” in classrooms to the “thousand-foot view” explore root causes and changes that impact the entire state system. Then as the state team scales up, it tests the changes across diverse contexts with wide-ranging student populations. By making internal accountabil-

Once a team targets primary changes that would likely have the most significant impacts, the team works through cycles of planning, implementing, studying, and acting. Team members share their experiences along the way until the process becomes habit.

STATE EXAMPLES
In its “Goals for Public Education in Virginia,” the Virginia state board voiced support for educators creating innovative instructional programs that can be replicated elsewhere. A statewide consortium of 13 districts is reexamining assessments, with a core focus on student agency for deeper learning. This networked improvement community seeks to involve students as stakeholders and plans to implement student-led learning in ways that align with their current assessment plan, lead to improvement across multiple contexts, and can be scaled to all interested districts.

In its plan to implement the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), Tennessee expressed a desire for networks to “foster innovation and social learning to improve student outcomes.” The Tennessee Department of Education and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, led by the Centers of Regional Excellence, created the Tennessee Early Literacy Network in 2016. Its focus is improving early literacy and developing a sustainable process for enacting and sharing practices. The network supports districts as they problem solve, find solutions to challenges, and improve student achievement in their local contexts.

The Hawaii state board and the education department’s ESSA team began exploring networked improvement communities in 2016. The state plan expressed interest in implementing complex innovations effectively, reliably, and at scale: “The objective here is quite different from the traditional pilot program that seeks to offer a proof of
ties focused on closing achievement gaps; and insufficient communication," according to a report of the Regional Educational Laboratory Midwest.  

**STATE BOARDS’ ROLE**

State boards can convene those with knowledge of the social, political, legal, and policy geographies in the state to lead, organize, and operate these networks. Leadership at the state level is critical early on for building a sustainable organizational structure. Networks may be loosely or tightly managed enterprises, they may share a platform, voluntarily associate support services, or share common principles that guide how the members conduct their efforts.

By providing design principles, curriculum, materials, technology, and professional learning opportunities to participating schools, statewide school networks that are nurtured by state boards are more likely to bring quality ideas to scale than the efforts of individual schools. State boards have the advantage of being able to see the entire system and help build consensus. They can question customs and established beliefs about student potential by comparing activities across schools that have varied demographic, geographic, structural, and historical contexts. Because improvement teams are continuously examining the conditions under which changes work and adapting to them, state boards can help reframe “failure” as a necessary part of the improvement journey.

Networked improvement communities need leaders to champion and nurture them at the state level. The National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance suggests that state decision makers “advocate for the process both at the state level and across the stakeholder groups represented in each networked improvement community.”

Networked improvement communities, in turn, benefit from having members that understand the state education system and the social dynamics of stakeholders within it.

State boards can also help networks identify problems that are important throughout the state yet are specific enough for a network to act upon. By clarifying what is expected, boards can encourage communication and consensus among stakeholders and lessen ambiguity. They can align networks’ theories of action with improvement policies, such as blueprints for statewide supports.

As more and more schools, districts, and states embrace disciplined school improvement methods, the capacity to learn from failures can be scaled statewide. States in which network participants both implement change and study how they did so can effectively reframe failures into powerful agents of learning.
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